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Scallop Square
Printer Tray
By Leah Crowe

1. To start, I adhered the top chipboard cutout to
pattern paper, then cut it out using my craft knife. It
takes a little bit of time, but the finished look is so
worth it.
2. I then cut a piece of pattern paper to 11”x11” and adhered it to the background scallop shape.
It overlaps a bit, so you could cut it down a smidge more
if that bothers you.
3. I have two photos printed at 5.5” square, and four
photos at 2”x3” As you see in Figure 1, I started placing
the larger photos first using one of the cutout frames as a
guide to help photo placement. Next move on to other
photos you wish to add using the cutout as your guide.
(Figure2)
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4. Next it’s time to adhere your two cutout chipboard shapes.
Apply a thin layer of liquid adhesive on the backside, (I like to use
beacons 3-in-1) when you flip it over to adhere it to the
background, make sure there are no strings of glue showing
between the cutouts. (Figure 3) Repeat this for your second cutout.
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5. Now I’m going to add some embellishments. Don’t be afraid to allow thinner ephemera and
journaling cards to overlap on the chipboard cut out. (Figures 4, 5, 6) It adds wonderful
dimension. I added foam pop ups to the hearts for more depth on the photos.
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6. Now is also the time to add in any moving embellishments such as sequins, glitter, or in
this case, buttons! Just make sure the buttons are sitting below the top edge of the cutout, or
they won’t be able to move. Notice how I hid some buttons in Figure 8? J
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7. Now is the time to adhere the acrylic sheet. Peel the
protective film from the acrylic and add your liquid adhesive
all around the CHIPBOARD already adhered down. You do
this to ensure none of your moving embellishments will leave
their designated cut out area. Once the adhesive is down, lay
your acrylic into place.
8. Time for the patterned top chipboard piece you prepared
earlier. Add glue to the backside and then adhere it atop the
acrylic. Now you can embellish even more!

That’s it. So easy and lots of fun!! These printer trays make wonderful gifts as is or decorated up
for a loved one.

